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3-week
INTENSIVKURS
th
5 Year German Course

A) In Germany: 29 June—13 July in a Gymnasium
 fluency & confidence
IMMERSION in a
Secondary school
SMALL numbers
per Gymnasium
AT THE HOME
of a German
student
SUPPORT &
ASSISTANCE

NATURAL
German
environment
Our main venues:
 MUNICH
 DACHAU

O

rganised in 2 separate
blocks, the first part
consists of 2 weeks in Germany, attending classes and
living at the home of a local
student. A maximum of 5
students are placed in the
same school. This course is
designed to complement the
oral section of the Leaving
Cert syllabus, in the context
of a German IMMERSION.
It gives students a strong
foundation in communication skills (oral and aural).

A

ONE-DAY

WORKSHOP
in Dublin, prior to
departure, is designed to introduce a PORTFOLIO to be com-

pleted in Munich—
Germany (Document,

Presentation etc.) and
to help correct pronunciation, intonation
and boost confidence.

O

nce in their respective
Gymnasien, the Irish
students attend regular classes
for 2 weeks and complete their
PORTFOLIO e.g.: CV , hobbies,
family, school, media etc.

R
A

egular visits by our local
representative help with
the tasks assigned.

ccommodation with a
German student offers
comfort, care and supervision.

For the 3 weeks

PRICE:

€2,100
SPECIAL

DISCOUNT:

€1,800
BEFORE

01 FEB
2019

B) In Dublin: 15—19 July  grammar & written

O

n return to
Ireland,
a
1-week Intensive
course is held in
Dublin (30 hour s)
to consolidate progress in GRAMMAR
and in WRITTEN
German.

are familiar with the exam marking schemes. Using key
grammatical structures recommended in the Department
of Education guidelines, we cover:

This course is taught by native
teachers, who have a wealth of
experience of teaching the
Leaving Cert syllabus and who









LC Oral & Document
Aural Comprehension (CDs/FFL Educational Videos)
Reading Comprehension: Past LC exam papers
Writing techniques, Q1 to Q4 to improve confidence
Review of the Portfolio
Grammar: tenses, pronouns, genders, syntax...
Presentation: To instil assurance in spoken German
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5th Year GERMAN COURSE

Newsletter Title

29 June-19 July
THIS COURSE 










INCLUDES:

Test, Dublin Workshop & Portfolio
Placement in a German Gymnasium
Any Ger man School Fees
Support and Follow-up
Full Board Accommodation
At the Home of a Ger man student
Airport transfers in Ger many
30 hrs Grammar & Written classes



DOES NOT INCLUDE:

Flights:

Dublin—Munich
Insurance (travel, medical, civil liability...)
ENROLMENT:
Non-refundable booking deposit of €400, payable to LIVING LANGUAGE,
must be sent with completed application form and 2 photos
Prices are subject to confirmation at the time of final payment

Why learn German?
“Leaving Certificate results show above average results for all in German ”—German
Language Advisor to the Department of Education and science

“German is the most commonly used language on the Internet after English”—
German Teachers’ Association or Ireland

“Germany is Ireland's third largest trading partner. A knowledge of German
greatly improves your career prospects and job opportunities”—GTA of Ireland
“Over 250 German companies operate in Ireland. 32% of surveyed Irish companies
believe that extra foreign language capacity would benefit them. 70% of Irish
exporters to Germany use the German language in their business”—Goethe-Institut

Excerpts from German Chief Examiner’s Report:

(page 14)

“Some candidates spoke for longer than necessary and others tended to speak too
fast. Those candidates who kept their accounts short and clear performed”
“Candidates (…) having coped reasonably well with the familiar topics such as
family, school and hobbies, struggled to expand any further and often needed the
questions to be rephrased or simplified to elicit responses”
“Many excellent candidates who gained full or very high marks for communication
were awarded between 8 and 10 marks for vocabulary and accuracy. Some candidates had been on a Klassenfahrt to Munich and Berlin”

T

est and Workshop
held
in Dublin
determine the correct
level.
There is no guarantee that
friends will be placed in
the same Gymnasium.
As a representative of
their family and country,
students are expected
to participate in family
life, to be co-operative,
courteous and to partake
in normal chores and
duties.
We reserve the right to
refuse an enrolment for
reasons we deem valid.
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